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LOCAL LEADERSHIP - CLOTKII'G- PROJECT*

Arizona

Organization of a 4-H Communi ty Program and Resulte

The State agent held two local leaders' meetings at which time the

six leaders of this community attended and also the leaders from the ottier

10 clubs in the county. At the first meeting the organization and club

requirements were discussed fully. Bulletins containing the subject mat-

ter for the clubs were given to each leader and the problems required
enumerated and explained. A few songs and yells were given so that the

club spirit might be instilled into their respective groups at the begin-
ing.

At the second meeting construction problems relative to the work
were discussed and demonstrations given on methods of doing work with
which certain leaders had been having difficulty. The achievement pro-
gram was also planned at this time. Each club was to exhibit the work
done during the summer and a team from each group was to put on a demon-
stration, the winning team to represent the community in the county try-out.-

Stella Mather, Home Demonstration Leader, College of Agriculture of Arizona,
Tucson.

* No attempt is made to cite ail references to local leadership-clothing
project in this circular. Only selected extracts showing typical methods
employed and results obtained in a number of States are included. Owing to

differences in terminology used in the various States and to other local
conditions, the information herein should be reviewed by the State subject-
matter specialist concerned, before incorporating any part of it in the

extension plans for the State.
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Arkansas

Training adult leaders . That the agents may have more time for or-

ganization it is necessary to train women leaders to help in local club work.

In almost every club there may be found two or three women ?:ho accept re-

sponsibility readily. These women may be brought together, trained in

special subject matter and sent back to their own clubs to teach the other
members. In 1927 the clothing specialist expects to go into three counties
in each of the four districts for local leadership work.

Junior clothing leaders . The home demonstration agent in Washington
County is receiving some excellent help with her clubs in clothing and home
improvement from the home economics seniors at the University. She reports
the following: "This year four home economics seniors who desire to become
home demonstration agents, signed for the course in field training, require-
ing one day per week. To each were assigned three clubs a month- a boys 1

and girls' club, a home improvement club, and a woman's home demonstration
club.

One day each month was open for other phases of the work, such as,

individual visits, night meetings in communities where we were holding ex-
tension schools, and meetings for local leaders. These girls were very much
interested in this course and gave a number of demonstrations to clubs.

The expenses of transportation of the students to clubs were cared for
by the University of Arkansas. "-Bess P. Hodges, Clothing Specialist, 310

Federal Bank Building, Little Rock.

California

Subject-matter . Seventeen outlines were drawn up in detail for the

home demonstration agents to follow in preparing for project leader meet-
ings to be held by the clothing specialist or the homo demonstration agent.

Material to assist the clothing club project leaders in their work and
material on the new construction processes introduced into the year's pro-

gram was mimeographed.
The home demonstration agents in Kern, Monterey, and San Diego Coun-

ties conducted project leader training meetings and field work on children'

s

clothing using the outlines, printed circular, and exhibit kit, thus elimi-
nating three visits of the specialist to those counties. The dyeing project
was handled in the same manner in Glenn, Kern, and Riverside Counties. In
every instance where the home demonstration agent has developed all the

subject matter and demonstration material, greater enthusiasm is shown, both
in the project-leader meetings, and the demonstration in the field, than
when all material is furnished by the State leaders' office.

Shoes . The California home demonstration clothing program includes
a study of the selection of all clothing. Good foot development for children
is the ultimate goal of the shoe work, to be gained through the proper se-

lection of shoes and stockings for growing feet, and the practice of foot
hygiene. In Santa Cruz County six mothers have been reporting on the selec-
tion of their children's shoes. Two of these children are in the longtime
demonstration to see if the perfect foot can be developed through good care

and proper shoes.
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In the shoe work with adults the goal is to give information which will

assist *h obtaining correctly fitted shoes and the Vst type to_ lreax dnxi.ru.

working hours. Thirteen project leader training meetings vers held xOllowing

the outline prepared by the clothing specialist.
Three types of shoe demonstrations were given as follows: (l) to farm

women who attended monthly farm home department meetings; (2) to farm men and

women who attended the monthly farm home meetings; and, (3) to club girls who

attended clothing club meetings.
Infant wardrobes . The layette is considered part of the children's^

clothing program. Nineteen counties have prepared demonstration layette kits

which contain garments, patterns, and instructions. Some of the kits include

a maternity dress and infant's bedding. Local women assisted the home demon-

stration agent in making and collecting these sample garments. The type of

garments have "been chosen "because they: (l) meet the health requirements; (2)

simplify the dressing of a baby; (3) and, are easy to make. Two hundred

ninety-five mothers borrowed these kits and reported having adopted improved

practices in 7/ardrobe planning.
Monterey County decided to allow one month for meetings on the subject

of the layette and care of the baby. These meetings were conducted by the

project leaders who were trained by the home demonstration agent, the cloth-

ing specialist, and a trained nurse. The home demonstration agent reports

the following: "Meetings by the project leaders for the layette were held in

each center. A thorough talk and demonstEation of the washing and dressing

a baby were given, which was followed by an enthusiastic discussion of the

points presented and of the county layette exhioit."
Hat work . The project leaders assumed a more sgctive part in carrying

out the hat work than did the home demonstration agents. They conducted 224

meetings and the home demonstration agents conducted 123 method and 22 result

demonstrations. Eighteen counties report that 50 project leader meetings were

held with an attendance of 865.
A number of counties carried on hat work at two or three zoned meet-

ings instead of one or two rounds of meetings in all centers. To prepare for

the two zoned hat meetings in Placer County the following plcon was adop'ted:

(l) A project leader meeting was held for two days. (2) Two exhibits in the

northern and southern parts of the county respectiveijr were announced through

the press, the home demons trati on agent, the project leaders, and the county

chairman. These exhibits consisted of the hats made by the project leaders,

the new patterns and trimmings, and swatches and samples of all hat supplies
which were available in the local shops. (3) The home demonstEation agent and
the project leaders conducted demonstrations at Lincoln and Auburn for those

who were interested in making children's and adults te hats. Twenty-one coun-
ties report that 4,020 hats were made following the demonstrations. -Ethelwyn
Dodson, Clothing Specialist, College of Agriculture, University of California,
Berkeley.

Colorado

Problems affecting clothing; work .

1. The securing and holding of good leaders, especially for

junior work.
2. Distance and difficulty of transportation in getting lead-

ers together for leaders' meetings.
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rt 3. Financial problems in the home, making it i apossible in

many cases for the people to purchase material for use

at demonstration meetings.
4. The practical impossibility of getting a group together

for more than one day at a time, thus making it inadvis-

able to plan two-day schools.
Although there seems to be in some localities a willingness on the part

of the leaders to continue as leaders from year to year there is, sometimes, a

tendency on the part of the extension service to ask the people who have the

* most calls on their time to take the leadership of clubs, both adult and

junior. They work perhaps on the theory that the busiest peop?.e have the most

time. The time may come when prizes will be offered leaders who have "stood

by" with junior clubs for five consecutive years.
As road conditions are improved, and as labor saving devices are intro-

duced in the home, it is believed that the women will be able to drive their

own cars, and therefore not have to depend on the man of the farm, and will

also have more time to get out to the meetings.
It seems that the financial problem is improving somewhat, in that the

women who are attending the leader training schools realize that the time is

short and that much more can be accomplished if they work with ne// materials.

The specialist has by this time become almost resigned to £he fact that

the clothing work in this state is largely a problem of one-day schools
instead of two and that therefore the subject-matter must be adapted to one-

day or half-day schools.
Hat making; is still one of the most popular of the sub-projects under

clothing. The specialist is trying to make the meetings on hat making defi-

nite instructions to leaders, letting these leaders conduct the community
meetings themselves. To that end the specialist is asking that the attend-

ance at the meetings be limited in number, and to those who are so situated that

they can come early and remain for the entire day, and who will agree to make

a hat. New materials are preferred as much more work can be accomplished than

with old material. It is often difficult, however, to limit the meetings in

size. -Blanche Hyde, Clothing Specialist, State Agricultural College of

Colorado, Fort Collins.

Connecticut

Teaching methods . The demonstration method is used largely in teaching

the clothing project. To some extent this work is conducted throughademonst ra-

tions to local leader training groups , who in turn demonstrate to groups in

their respective co'-imuni tr.es.

Our simple practice demonstrations are conducted as follows: The

* specialist, home demonstration agent, or local leader teaches the practice be-

fore a group. Then each woman in the group tries the practice. Sometimes it

^. is mastered the first time, and sometimes only after several repetitions.

The dressmaking groups are generally handled by the specialist or agent

as the fitting and alterations are often complicated and require handling by

a person of experience. Ordinarily this is done in the presence of the group

and in this way they gain skill and experience.
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Pattern and garment fitting are sometimes done "by individuals with the

criticism of the specialist or agent. Patterns thus fitted are used by women
for work at home. Changes in styles make it necessary to repeat the pattern
work at least onee each year.- B. L. Mason, Clothing Specialist, Connecticut
Agricultural College, Storrs.

Local leader conferences . Conferences of clothing club local leaders
held twice during the year, have proved of great value in coordinating the

work. The assistant State leader is always present and usually a specialist,
as instruction in subject-matter as well as administrative work is given the
leaders. The effects of these conferences are readily seen in the attitude of
experienced local leaders and also the greater ease with which new leaders
enter into the work.-James R. Case, Club Agent, Banbury, Fairfield County.

Idaho

Leadership week- The leadership-week meeting at Rexburg is full of

possibilities and suggestions for various types of meetings. All phases of

home life are taken into consideration in developing the program. Interest
is shown by the leaders present. Health Influenced by Pood, Children's
Clothing, Pood Habits of Children, Requirements of a Balanced' Meal , and other
subjects having a definite relationship to home life were developed. This
meeting furnishes inspiration to the leaders, not only in carrying out these
ideals, but in giving them back to the people in their communities. -Marion Hep-
worth, Home Demonstration Leader, Extension Division of the University of

Idaho, Boise.
Junior clubs. One of our most able leaders has charge of two girls'

clothing clubs at Grandview, in Owynee County. Many of the girls are foreign-
ers and they are advancing with their work under the leaders' direction. They
have given public demonstrations and have exhibited at two fairs. At the

Grandview fair, the club girls took orders for nightgowns and sewing bags, and
the money from these is to be used for sending a girl to the State club en-

campment at Moscow next summer. -Mary Ebersole, District Home Demonstration
Agent, Extension Division of the University of Idaho, Boise.

Illinois

Organization and Methods : Organized home bureau counties carrying a
clothing project as their major program, have a county clothing committee, in

addition to the other officers and committees. This clothing committee is

made up of a county chairman who is a member of the executive board, and one

representative from each organized community. The work of this group consists
of gathering data from home bureau members concerning the type of project de-
sired, assisting the home adviser and specialist in planning the county sub-

5>eG$^m&trker program of work, reporting briefly on some phase of clothing sub-

ject-matter at unit meetings, planning, with the help of the home adviser, the

county rally day held at the conclusion of the program, and acting as local
leaders or informing the adviser or unit chairman of desirable leaders.

Local leaders are responsible for presenting to the units from one-

third to one-half of the subject matter of any selected sub-project. The

amount is determined by the size of the county and the number of units in the

county. That is, if there are more units than the home adviser can reach in
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one month, local leaders present one-half of the program, alternating with
the home adviser. This has necessitated the development of Wo themes in

every program - one carried on "by the home adviser, and one "by the local lead-

ers. The local leaders carry all of the construction subject matter while the

home adviser is responsible for that of the color and design sub-projects.
Local leaders have been trained by the specialist in six counties dur-

ing the past year. As far as possible, ,^he training meetings were scheduled
to come within the month preceding the date of the unit meetings at which the

local leaders were to present their subject matter. Two momen were appointed
by each unit to act as local leaders throughout the entire clothing program.
It is encouraging to note the number of women who have felt their responsi-
bility as local leaders so keenly that they have given up other interests in
order to be faithful to their position throughout a yeai.' s program.

During 1926 subject matter has been presented by the specialist in

local leader training schools, in open meetings, and in schools for small
groups limited in size and not obligated to act as local leaders.

The policy has been developed during the trial period 3>f local leader-
ship, to call meetings of this type for all-day sessions. The mornings are

devoted to subject matter and the afternoons to the preparation of illustra-
tive material and to a consideration of methods to be used by the local lead-
ers in presenting the subject to their units. -Edna R. Gray, Clothing Special-
ist, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Urbana.

Iowa

Publicity . Clothing leaders are finding new ways to interest others.

In one community the leaders sent attractive cards to all women inviting them
to the follow-up meeting. In Allamakee County a leader posted a notice of her
follow-up meeting in a small town post office. On the poster were two or more
samples of the finishes which were to be taught at the lesson. A leader in

Buena Vista County had a notice of her follow-up meeting thrown on the screen
at the movies. In other counties lists of materials for leaders to bring to

the meeting are given to the district school teacher who gives them out to the

pupils to take home. Personal calls, good publicity items, and other methods
are being used. That these methods help is shown by the fact that 4,130
publicity articles were written about clothing work.

Clothing courses. The clothing courses presented in extension work
include lessons on construction, time saving methods, and simplicity in pat-
terns to make for easy care of garments. New lessons which were added to the

clothing work this year are those which stress care of clothes; improvement
of health; selection of shoes, hose, corsets, and undergarments; and construc-
tion of children's clothes.

The specialist has presented the second and third clothing course to

six counties, in four of which the work is not yet completed. In these six

counties, the specialist held 271 training schools with an attendance of 3,030.

In these counties there are 89 active townships and 459 active communities.
The 331 local leaders in the six counties held 1,334 meetings with an attend-
ance of 10,639.

Calhoun. County. An exceptionally fine clothing project was held in

Calhoun County. It was the first clothing work to be done in that county and,

therefore, the first five months' lessons were enthusiastically received by
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the leaders. At each of the 15 training schools which were held by the special-
ist, almost 100 per cent of the leaders were in attendance and at the second
training school every leader had a report to make of her follow-up meeting.
Thirty-nine meetings were held with an attendance of 537; which means an aver-
age of nine at each follow-up meeting. -Marie L. Roberts, Clothing and Millinery
Specialist, Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames.

Kansas

Organization . The organization for carrying on clothing work in the
State is constantly being improved. Organization should be complete before
project work is started. Not more than 10 leaders come to the training
schools which are two-day meetings held four times during the year. These
training schools are held about two months apart and usually at the county
seat. A check-up day and an achievement day are also held. If the membership
in a county is large enough to warrant it the leaders who take the subject matg
ter from the specialist represent districts of several communities and are
called district leaders. These leaders train a local leader from each communi-
ty in her district and the local leader trains the women in her community. In
counties where there are only a small number of communities studying the sub-
ject local leaders may be trained by the specialists. These leaders take the
work back to the women who are enrolled in the Farm Bureau in their communities.
It is hoped that the influence goes beyond the Farm Bureau membership and the
reports seem to show that this year a large number of the women are adopting
the practices which are advised.

Because of the organization in this State it has become customary for
the specialist to expect the same group of women at each training class. Itt
is only in this way that the best type of work can be accomplished in the
clothing project. Again because of this type of organization the subject mat-
ter is presented largely by the use of demonstration material. About half of
the two days at the training schools is spent in preparation of demonstration
materials to aid in presenting the principles in garment construction and
decoration and in choice of textiles. The direct application of the principles
taught through the demonstrations is Eiside in actual patterns and garments.
Every leader, either district or local, is urged to make this demonstration
material as well as the patterns and garments showing the use of these prac-
tices. The women in the communities may or may not make the demonstration
material.

During the past year the specialists have worked in three different
types of meetings, as follows: (l) District conferences with the home demon-
stration agents giving a summary of the work to be studied during the year;
(2) leader training meetings giving detailed instruction to local leaders; and
(3) county-wide and achievement day meetings to which everyone in the county
is invited. There seems to be little opportunity for county-wide meetings
when a clothing specialist is in a county because of the length of time taken
with the details of the project, such as making a dress. Thus, most of the
time has been spent in training the leaders.

The check-up meeting id a training class. At this time the year's work
is reviewed, all phases of the project are checked, and the results of the year
summarized. It is one of the most valuable days spent with the leaders, as a
comprehensive perspective of the year's work is brought before the women at
that time.

Results obtained . Through district and local leaders we have reached a
large group of women during the year. The reports show 1.42 times as many
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women adopting improved practices in clothing in the State as are enrolled in the

community groups. This would mean that almost one-half of the women enrolled
helped one other woman who was not enrolled. Six hundred and three held 2,764
meetings at which 21,685 people were present. Improved practices have teen
adopted "by 5,348 women. This shows that leadership has improved in quality and
stability.-Mary Worcester and Irene Taylor, Clothing Specialists, Kansas State
Agricultural College, Manhattan.

Organization for conducting the millinery project . In a county whon the
millinery project is presented for the first time, we ask for the county to "be

districted. One leader is chosen from each district according to qualifications
sent out by the specialist.

Each leader is held responsible for various clubs in her district. That
is the club selects two or more local leaders, depending upon the number of mem-
biers in the respective club, to be trained by the district leader. The special-
ist limits the number of local leaders trained "by any one district leader to not
more than eight. These local leaders assist local women in their communities.
During the past year the district leader method was used in 18 counties and the

local leader method in 8 counties.
Report blanks are given the district leaders by the specialist. The dis-

trict leaders give local leaders report blanks at the first meeting of the train-
ing school. Thus the district leaders are held responsible for reporting the

work of their training school, and are asked to see that the local leaders fill
in their reports promptly, .111 reports are sent to the home demonstration
agent's office to be filed.

Four weeks previous to the specialised visit to a county, the plan of

conducting the work along with the list of material to be used, is sent to the

agent. This gives the plan of work for each half-day and a list of supplies
needed by each leader. The agent immediately sends this plan with a personal
letter to each leader so as to give them ample time to arrange their home duties
that they may attend the meeting. -Maud E. Deely, Millinery Specialist, Kansas
State Agricultural College, Manhattan.

Kentucky

Iiocal leader training . All clothing work is now carried on through local

leaders. These leaders, two from each local group of the county, attend leader
training schools which are held each month at the county seat.

Clubs, which because of unfavorable weather, or other reasonable causis
are prevented from being represented at these meetings, are given the lessons
by the home demonstration agent, or if possible, by a leader from a nearby club.

In these classes extensive use if made of illustrative materials, such as,

charts, sketches, and models. Whenever possible copies of these are furnished
to leaders, or else they are given an opportunity to make them during the class

period.
Model garments as well as carefully made models of seams, pockets, neck

finishes, and so on, are used as illustrations. G-arments made in class and

ready-to-wear garments, loaned by local me reliant s, are carefully examined by the

class and their good and poor qualities discussed.
Mimeographed outlines to serve as guides to leaders in presenting the

lesson to local groups, and mimeographed material on subject matter covering the

principles taught are furnished for the use of leaders only with each lesson.

Special adaptations of courses have been made to suit the needs of the

mountain counties. Here the practical is always emphasised, although the artis-

tic is not wholly neglected.
At each training school the leaders are required to make a brief report
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on the progress being made With the project in their local groups. These re-

ports are made on printed forms furnished by the specialist.
The home demonstration agent cooperates in carrying out the project by:

(1) Making all local arrangements for leader training schools, select-
ing the place of meeting, providing necessary equipment for demon-
strations, choosing leaders and securing their attendance at train-

ing SChOOls. --;:

(2) Attending meetings when lessons are given back to local groups and
giving necessary assistance at such times.

(3) Endeavoring to create and maintain interest of club members in the

project being carried on.

(4) Being responsible for reports required by the Specialist on the

project. -Isabelle M. Story, Clothing Specialist, College of Agri-
culture, University of Kentucky, Lexington.

Maine

Extension Schools. While clothing construction was conducted in both
one day meetings and three day schools, the latter method was more satisfac-
tory because more detailed and individual instruction could be given. The

task of finishing is one of the homemaker's big problems and at the end of

a third day's sessions the garment has progressed far enough so that finishes
can be demonstrated and the application made. Fifteen clothing schools were
held during the year with an average attendance of 20.8.

Summary clothing meetings . These meetings followed the clothing schools

and were given to exhibit the garments made at the school. They furnished the

people in the community, who did not attend, an opportunity to see what had
been accomplished during the three days their neighbors attended the school.

These also offered a recreational evening or afternoon for the people. Some-
times they took the form of a fashion show and again a short play illustrative
of color or line in dress was given. Some became acquainted with extension
work for the first time by attending these meetings.

Millinery conferences . These conferences are to bring together the

women who had been members of training classes during the last two years and
to give them information in millinery that would enable them to go back to

their communities and give new ideas as to what method of covering or what
kind of fabric or trimmings were to prevail during the season. These con-
ferences also gave an opportunity to review fundamentals and to clear up some

of the problems which the leaders had met in their work of teaching other
people. Millinery conferences were held in Kennebec, Oxford, Eranklin, and
Somerset Counties. They were well attended and gave the leaders courage and
increased confidence to go on with their. work.-Edna M. Cobb, Clothing Special-
ist, College of Agriculture, University of Maine, Orono.

Massachusetts

Reader Training Conferences . Communities desiring clothing work se-

lect two leaders who attend a conference held about once a month at a central

P^'oint in the county. The first time a project is introduced in a county the

training conferences are conducted by the state specialist. The home denasn-

stration agent attends each meeting and later may conduct other leader train-

ing conferences. The number of leaders is limited to 12 or 16. At these meet-

ings reports of progress are given by the local leaders, problems encountered
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o.re discussed, new subject matter is demonstrated "by the specialist and actual

work is done "by the leaders. Time is always given for a discussion of methods

to use in presenting subject matter and obtaining reports. Before the next

leader training conference the local leaders hold one all-day meeting or two

half-day meetings in their own communities with the group of women who have
adopted the project, usually from 10 to 15 in number. Outlines of new subject
matter are provided for each meeting for each member of the group also, a sup-

plement on methods for the leader, and a blank on which improved practices of

the group are to be reported. The community meetings are regular group meet-
ings and the leaders repeat the work of the training conference.

Demonstration Groups . In counties where it does not seem advisable to

attempt a leader training conference, the state clothing specialist conducts a
demonstration group in one community, preferably this is a community which
will give good publicity to the work and pave the way for leader training work t,

Community G-roups . The home demonstration agent carries on either a
leader group or one community group in any new project which is being intro-
duced in the county and as many more groups in that project and other clothing
projects as she can put into her schedule and still keep a balanced program of

work.
Summary meetings . Ten counties held a general county meeting during the

first part of June. These meetings provided an opportunity for a review of the

project work which had been undertaken during the year. -Marion L. Tucker, Cloth-

ing Specialist, Massachusetts State College of Agriculture, Amherst.

Michigan

State P„la^.of_^^5iggtion
-

,.g^s_ Jt^eJjfj?cJ;s_jh£j31o thing "Project . The home

economics department of Michigan State College adopted the local leader plan
for promoting its extension program in the fall of 1924. This change brought
about a necessity for much more accurate and detailed preparation of subject-

matter leaflets than was necessary when the specialist met individual groups
and could make personal explanations. This plan also brought about a necessity
for the preparation of simple, clear-cut illustrative material to supplement
all printed and mimeographed matter.

The local leader plan of work makes possible a very thorough completion
of sub-projects by a limited number of women in each county. Each leader does
a far more thorough piece of work, as leader of her group, than she would do

if she were acquiring new knowledge for her own use only. JL good leader in-

spires others with the same enthusiasm and desire to improve home practices
that she herself feels. About 95 per cent of all leaders enrolled finish the

projects themselves. About 50 to 50 per cent prove to be leaders capable of

inspiring their group members and of obtaining 85 to 100 per cent completions
in their groups. Therefore, since each leader meets an average of 10 to 12
women we find that an average of 6 to 7 women per leader finish sub-projects
satisfactorily. The average this year for Michigan was 57.5 per cent among the

women enrolled and the spread was much better.
Methods of Teaching Subject Matte r. Training meetings conducted by spe-

cialists are method demonstrations designed to meet two needs; (l) to teach sub-

ject matter; and (2) to teach leaders to teach.
Teaching is accomplished through use of both the demonstration and dis-

cission methods.
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Illustrative material is prepared "by specialists to show the applica-

tion of the principles taught. This material is kept as simple as possible,

in order that leaders might duplicate it for use in teaching their groups.

Local leaders of the clothing- sub-projects are asked not to hold meet-

ings in their communities until after their second meeting with the state spe-

cialist. This gives an opportunity for the specialist to check very carefully

the illustrative material made by each local leader before it is used for

teaching group members. By this method, clothing leaders are always one les-

son in advance of their group members. This provides an opportunity for the

leader to ask questions that may arise when she is trying to carry out instruc-

tions, before she mast pass the information on to her group. Plans are writ-

ten by the specialists for each lesson of each subpajoject. These plans are

carefully discussed at the leader's training meetings. We feel that thgse

plans and the careful checking of illustrative materials enable each leader

to go before her group with the maximum of confidence in her mastery of the

subject-matter to be taught.
Leaders are urged to hold group meetings regularly. They are responsi-

ble for obtaining records of work done by their group members and for report-

ing these records to the specialist at each training meeting. -Carrie C. Wil*

liams, Clothing Specialist, Michigan Agricultural College, East Lansing.

Minnesota

Qoals for sub-projects .

Methods . The project consists of four training meetings and one check-

up day or county wide achievement day. Two leaders are selected by the com-

munity group to get the work from the state specialist. When the specialist

meets with the local leaders for the first time, she assists in perfecting the

organization of leaders. A chairman and secretary are elected by leaders, the

necessary committees are appointed and other business transacted. The special-

ist then reviews: (l) the duties of local leaders; (2) the duties of members;

(3) the reason for conducting the work through local leaders; (4) the work of

the project in general; (5) the goals; and (6) the method of procedure.

Suggestions are given for order of community meetings, methods of pre-

senting subject matter, methods of publicity, methods for adoption of home

practices. Monthly reports are given out and all printed material is explained

at the first meeting. Assignments for the next meeting and for home work are

usually made at the beginnirg of each meeting.
Some time during this discussion the extension organization is explained

to show the women how different agencies cooperate. At subsequent meetings

five minute discussions are held on the subject of university extension and

farm bureau.

A portion of the subject matter is given in illustrated lectures. Some

parts of it with which the women are less familiar, qre demonstrated. To make

sure that the leaders are able to demonstrate certain phases of the work shown

by the specialist, the women actually make things under supervision of the

specialist.
At home the local leaders look v$ references, reproduce illustrative

material used by the specialist, and plan the presentation of Work. The work

is usually divided between the two leaders, who are asked to submit an oral as

well as written report of work each month.
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The final reports are distributed at the second meeting and are checked

at- each group .meeting. The final county report is sent to the county agent two

weeks before achievement day.
The oral reports are an important part of every meeting for the reports

from the good communities serve as a stimulus to the slower communities. At

this time the local leaders show their illustrative material, the samplers they

have made, and a garment or garments made by themselves or group members. This

serves as stimulus for local leaders to get more and better illustrative material

and to insure interest in adopting improved practices.
The leaders or .in some cases an appointed publicity chairman sees that

group meetings are written up for the local newspaper and the local leader meet-

ing is written up by the secretary or some one appointed from the county agent s

office.
The Achievement Day is a check up on the project to see if the goals have

been reached. It also demonstrates to everyone in the county what has been ac-

complished in the project and gives an outlook of what may be accomplished

through other organized projects. -M. L. Reid, Clothing Specialist, Department

of Agriculture of the University of Minnesota, St. Paul.

Millinery
Leader training; . The local leader training method is followed in giving

the millinery subject matter. The leaders not to exceed 12, two from each group,

meet one day each month for four months. Reports of the last local leader meet-

ing are taken up at the business meeting which begins at 10 o'clock. Following

the business meeting is the regular local leader training meeting which is di-

vided into lecture and demonstration period and a work period. The subject

matter or color is carefully gone over by the specialist based upon charts in

the form of an intensity color wheel and a color harmonies chart. Colored

sheets of paper are supplied the leaders and they make up the color charts for

use in their own community groups.
Each leader has been asked to bring a commercial shape with at least a

slight brim of the millinery store variety. They ha*sr made use of their se-

lectinn lesson in choosing these. After the specialist has given a complete

explanation of the principles of shape alteration, each leader is given an op-

portunity to put on her hat, to study the outline of her figure before a full

length mirror to refresh her memory. She than tells the group the desirable

and undesirable features of the shape and finally offers her suggestions for

alterations. The discussion of alterations is then thrown open to the entire

group and when suggestions are not forthcoming from the group they are supplied

by the specialist. Each leader alters her shape.

The millinery covering materials in common use are dissussed and the

local leaders are allowed close contact by means of specialist illustrative

material. The leaders have brought materials with them and identify what they

have and supply each other with samples for mounting, thus preserving for

future reference definite illustrative material.
Each leader has brought to this meeting four made up brim pieces: I.e.

pieces of a brim measuring about 4| inches on inside, 7 inches on outside, and

3 inches in depth. The particular brim covering to be made is explained by the

specialist, then each local leader duplicates the covering, the specialist

always being careful to see that each local leader does the work exactly as it

should be done.
During the trimming meeting stable and typical trimmings will be made up
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toy 'the iwo local leaders as a group. Suggestions as to placing trimmings on the
hat will toe given„-E. E. Whitefield, Millinery Specialist, Department of Agricul-
ture of the University of Minnesota, St. Paul.

Missouri

Clothing Selection was organized with two leaders from each of eight com-
munities. These women came together *n a central place for three days training
the days scheduled two to four weeks apart. In return for this training each
leader pledged herself to help eight other women when she returned to her com-
munity.

In the three days' time, the women studied the general principles of good
line in garments for average, large, and small figures, and selected designs for
each type. They also studied designs in corsets, underwear, shoes, hosiery,
materials and color.

Care and Renovation of Clothing was organized with two leaders from each
of four to eight communities. These women came together in a central place for
one days' training. In return for this training each leader pledged herself to
help eight other women when she returned to her community.

In this class the women were given instruction in making over, memding,
removing stains, dry cleaning and dyeing. Of course many of these processes are
used "by most women. However, an effort was made toy the specialist to present
shorter cuts and newer methods in order to make easier th©se particular tasks.

garment construction was organized with two leaders from each of four
communities. These eight women came together in a central place for three days'
training, the days scheduled two to four weeks apart. In return for this train-
ing each women pledged herself to help eight other women when she returned to
her community.

The first day was devoted to seams, hems, "bindings, bound "but ton-holes,
set-in pockets, etc. which would later toe used in making a dress.

The second day a commercial pattern was altered for each woman, and a
simple dress was made to try out the pattern.

Qn the third day decorative finishes for garments were made and a talk
on color was given toy the specialist.

Pattern Making was organized with two leaders from each of four communi-
ties. These women came together in a central place for three days' training,
the days scheduled two to four weeks apart. In return for this training each wo-
man pledged herself to help eight other women when she returned to her community.

In three days' time a guide pattern was carefully fitted for each woman.
This pattern was used in designing other patterns from pictures, and a simple
dress was made to try out the pattern.

Millinery worfo was organized in four, two, and one-day classes. A four-
day class was given to a group of eight local leaders representing four communi-
ties which had not had previous training. In this class instruction was given
in the selection of becoming styles for each leader and each women was taught
to make and sorer a frame. In the fall the renovating and remodeling of old
velvet and felt shapes was included in the course.

&. two-day class in millinery was given to groups of women who had had work
the previous -season. In case the original class included spring millinery the
carry-on groups made fall hats.

JL one-day class in millinery was given to women who had had two seasons'
work. This class was planned to give assistance in new styles to leaders who
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know how to mak& hats and need only new ideas. -Mary E. RoMson, Clothing Spe-

cialist, College of Agriculture, University of Missouri, Columbia,

Montana

Project plans. The clothing project should he done on the local training

basis in all counties where it is possible to assemble the leaders from as many

as three, communities for training by the home demonstration agent or specialist.

The local leader and an assistant are expected to attend all training meetings.

These meetings prepare the leaders to take charge of similar instruction at the

local community meetings which take place when an extension agent or specialist

is not present.

In choosing clothing leaders, keep in mind the following qualifications:

(1) Have some "sewing sense".

(2) Enow good work,

(3) Be able to do good work herself.

(4) Be able to pass on her knowledge.

(5) Agree to attend all meetings held by the specialist.

(6) Agree to pass on instruction as nearly as possible as. received*

(?) Be a person in whom women will have confidence.

(8) Possess great patience.
(9) Have a car or some means of conveyance.

The clothing project is so planned that special work meetings,., called by
the project leader, will be necessary to meet the assignment at the ©lose of -ea,"

demonstration meeting. Demonstrations should be held at least once a month in'

home demonstration agent counties and once in two months in counties having ag~

cultural agents unless otherwise arranged, -Blanche L. Lee, Home Demons tratioir
deader, Montana State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Bozeman.

Junior clubs . Clothing clubs have the largest enrollment of any in the-

county. Tney are organized among white girls and also on the Crow and Tongue-

River Indian Reservations. Practically 100 per cent of the Indian girls in the

county are enrolled in clothing clubs. Mayme Stewart, an Indian girl, who has

completed four years of club work, acted as local leader of a club last yearv-

A special effort has been made this past year to enroll girls in iso— 7"

lated parts of the county even though there may be only one girl in a club. .All

club members work under a local leader and every community held .an. achievement
day exhibit.

Jour conferences for clothing club local leaders were held during 1925-

with an attendance of 88. All of the leaders respond to their part of the pro*-

gram, thus making the training school a suecess.-Martha L. Elder, Club Agent,.

Hardin, Big Horn County.

Nebraska

Organization of work . The clothing projects were conducted tnru ^roje«rt"

Leaders who were chosen to represent their groups at the training meetings. .The

same leaders attended, as far as possible, all the training meetings, and if -

for some reason a leaMrrwas unable to attend she sent a substitute.
IFive organized groups, each represented by two project leaders were the'

basis for conducting the project in each county. If there i^ere more than 10-
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clubs in a county enrolling for the project two days were given for training

meetings.
The state agent held five training meetings one each month, for the lead-

ers in each project. These meetings., began at 10 o'clock in the morning and

closed at 3:30 in the afternoon. At the first meeting the president of each club

was asked to attend the meeting with two regular project leaders. A local

woman was appointed to serve as a county chairman. Her duty is to assist the

county agent with the home demonstration work. She visited clubs if possible,
at least once during the year. If for some reason a club could not be -pep re-

sented at a training meeting, this local woman rna.de arrangements to get the work
through some other club. She also assisted in organizing new clubs, helping
the groups with their local achievement programs and the county agricultural
agent with the county achievement program, and acted as chairman at the county
achievement program.

During the morning of the first meeting the time was devoted to making
plans for the year's work, studying the report form and discussing goals. The

afternoon was devoted to subject matter.
In May county wide achievement programs were held, the morning being

given to summarizing reports and the afternoon to a program arranged by members

of the various home demonstration clubs.
Local Group Meetings . After each training meeting the leaders held a

local group meeting for the members of the local clubs. As far as possible

these meetings were held within two weeks following the training meeting. The

groups enrolling for project work were asked to devote an entire afternoon for

each meeting.
Let's Dress the Family Becomingly . The subject matter in this project

was given in four consecutive leaders training meetings. The same general plan

was followed out in conducting the meeting.
1. Project Leaders report of club activities.
2 Demonstration of new work.
3. Music period.
4. Plans for local group meeting.
5. Plan for next project leaders meeting.

The day&s lesson was begun by asking and answering questions which had
come up since the last meeting. This led up to the review of the previous work
and then into the new work for the day. The work is planned so as to have the

leader take an active part in training meetings. A circular Outlining the work
of the local leaders is usually read and each point demonstrated.

A music period of about 15 or 20 minutes is usually given at a time when

there is a dividing period in the meeting.
Outlines are given to the leaders to help them conduct their local meet-

ings and the supplies needed for their local meeting and the next project meet-

ing are listed. The material for the leaders club members is given out at the

close of the meeting.
Time savers in clothing construction . The subject matter of this project

was given in four consecutive leaders training meetings. Practically the same

general plan for conducting the meetings was followed throughout. The counties

which began work in September will have six consecutive leaders training meet-

ings.-Theresa Judge, Clothing Specialist, College of Agriculture, University of

Nebraska. Lincoln,
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Nevada

Function of local leaders . With the increase of work, the development

of efficient leadership is essential. Twenty-eight project leader schools were

held during 192S.
In a district which requires a drive of 1,000 miles, the project leaders

must necessarily take much of the responsibility of the work. Considering the

short time the extension work has "been established and the training given hy
the agent, the leaders and committee women have done remarkably well. They
have held meetings and carried on work, when the agent was out of the county,

with an efficiency which would not have been possible three years ago. Greater

initiative has been shown in their organization.
The women are showing more interest in the important projects and practi-

cally all of the leaders will continue their work through the coming year. This

is in contrast with the condition of former years when it was difficult to se-

cure women who would assume responsibility. There has also been a decided im-

provement in the reporting of work "by the cooperators and leaders. -Lassie Lane,

Home Demonstration Agent, Lovelock, Pershing, Lyon, Eureka, and Lander Counties.

Few Jersey

Each season the specialist cho©B<3sl5 to 20 hat frames to serve as models

in •'the millinery project. A sample card of leading materials and colors
together with advance sheets giving amounts of materials required are prepared.
With this material at hand, the associate specialist met groups of women in

sectional meetings for discussion. Questions on "becomingness, methods of mak-

ing the different hats, materials, and colors seare taken up in detail so that

the leaders would be better equipped fopr handling the work in their community
groups. At a later meeting the associate specialist conducted training groups

for leaders at which time each woman cut patterns, familiarized herself with
the different frames, and made a hat for herself. Each county purchased a box
of hat frames and sample cards, and advance sheets were available so that every
community had the advantage of going over questions with their leader that had
been discussed with the associate specialist. -Gather H. G-riebel, Clothing Spe-

cialist, State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, New Brunswick.
An effort was made on the part of the home demonstration agent to make

permanent pattern work a complete success in this county.
As many of the local leaders feel that the pattern project is more than

they can handle alone, a letter outlining a new plan of handling the project
was sent to each leader at the beginning of the year. After receiving her
training from the home demonstration agent and the subsequent follow-up lesson,

each leader was to return to her community and organize a group of six or seven.

Her only duty was to plan for the meeting and see that each woman in the group
had the necessary materials for the lesson. The home demonstration agent went
to her community and gave instruction to the group. The local leader helped in

any way she could to see that the directions were carried out. Then, if more
women wished to make patterns, the leader carried the lesson through the

measurements and the agents gave alteration and fitting instruction. To a
third group, the local leader carried the lesson through the measurements and
alterations, and the agent completed with the fitting.

By these successive steps, the leader gradually gained confidence in

herself and her ability to pass on the pattern project, and the women in her
community gained confidence in her.
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To further insure the use of the pattern, result demonstrations were held.

After a number of women in a community had made patterns, whether under the di-

rection of the home demonstration agent, local leader, or homo demonstrator, a

definite time was set when the agent would return to a community for a follow-up

meeting. To these meetings each woman wore a simple and inexpensive cotton

housedress made from her pat tern. -Elizabeth M. Ber&an, Home Demonstration Agent,

Hackensack, Bergen County.

Few Mexico

Club Work . We are always ana&ous to know how the work functions after

members are not longer enrolled in club work and if leadership qualities have

"been developed. This year, four girls, two of whom have been on the State

championship home economics demonstration teams, have acted as local leaders.

De Baca County reports as follows: "There were two sewing clubs organized

in the county last spring. These girls were young and in most cases it was

the first year of club work for them. Both of these clubs were under the lead-

ership of former club girls who had been county winners for two respective years

in the county. Some very good wosk was done throughout the year and in the

majority of cases, the girls completed their work and handed in their final re-

ports. -Grace B. Long, Home Demonstration Leader, New Mexico College of Agri-

culture and Mechanic Arts, State College.

New York

Teaching Methods . In the clothing project 13 counties used the local

leader training method; in other counties the agent taught the work direct in

the communities. Where the agent teaches direct to the communities it has been

found advisable to teach two communities at the same time. At these meetings

the women have an opportunity to discuss their clothing problems, and to

modify and adjust the project to meet, their particular needs. The training

meetings for leaders are all day meetings with the morning given over to ques-

tions brought in by the leaders and making plans for developing the project in

the county. In the afternoon new .subject matter is introduced and the leaders

are taught how to present it to tfte cooperators. As a summary of each project

a series of scoring and judging meetings are held to which each cooperator

brings or wears a garment which she has made, or bought and altered, or re-

modeled, applying the methods taught. These scoring meetings are usually held

from a month to three months after the last training mee tingeso that the women

have time to make use of what they have learned and to bring in questions that

have come up as they worked at home.-Mildred Gardner, Clothing Specialist, New

York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca.

North Carolina

Training School . "The clothing work of Bladen gounty has been one of

the most outstanding projects in home demonstration work during the past year.

Under the leadership of the clothing specialist, a leader training school was

held which was the power plant of the project. The first day was given to

plain sewing. Each club was represented by two leaders - one to be fitted, and

the other to demonstrate the lesson given by the specialist. The second day a

more advanced lesson was given along the same lines and numerous problems were

explained and questions asked and answered.
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"Sach leader carried this information home to her respective club. One
demonstrating, and the other acting as a model. Patterns were cut and dresses
fitted for all interested club members. In this way the work has covered the

entire county and even now results are noticed."
In February 1926, 12 women's clubs with an enrollment of 200v- started

the one piece dress project completing the work assigned in three meetings.
The 24 leaders gave instructions in making the pattern, and cutting and fitting
the dress. The agent gave the work on finishings. At an all-day meeting when
16 women were present 6 dresses were completed and 14 patterns made. The mem-
bers reported having completed 228 dresses.

"The second project in sewing for the year was the foundation pattern.
This work began in September and was completed in three meetings. Twelve lead-

ers gave the cutting lesson and the agent assisted with the fitting and measure-

ments. The women have reported 52 foundation patterns made and one woman re-

ported three dresses made by her new pattern.
"In teaching sewing the women studied charts furnished by the clothing

specialist and discussed them in the meeting, asking questions to see if they
understood all points. Clippings from magazines were also used and one

finished garment was exhibited. "-Helen M. Esterbrook, Clothing Specialist,
North Carolina State College of Agriculture, Raleigh.

Oklahoma

Local leader plan. The clothing specialist gives method demonstrations
at regular club meetings and at district or county-wide meetings. However, most
of her time is spent helping agents with plans and subject matter for demon-
strations. This plan of conducting the clothing work has been in use only one
year. The local leader plan that had been in use for four years was abandoned
because the demand for assistance in clothing was coming from so many girls
and women, and one specialist could not meet the demands of forty-two to fifty
counties. There was also a tendency for the Home Demonstration Agents to feel
that clothing work was the duty of the specialist and her only responsibility
was to call the meetings and get the reports. Another reason for abandoning
the local leader plan was that among the women needing assistance, most of

them had no training or education and were not able to do satisfactory local
leader work.

Under the present plan, the home demonstration gets illustrative ma-

terial together and makes preparations for at least three demonstrations in
clothing. She then follows the plan best suited to the conditions in her coun-
ty in getting these demonstrations to her demonstrators. There are three plans
in use. One is to give each of the three demonstrations to every club in her
county at regular club meetings. Another is to give them to the clothing dem-

onstrators in group meetings. While the third is to train local leaders to

give them in club meetings. The results show that more method demonstrations
are being given and more women adopting improved practices than when the spe-

cialist trained the local leaders. Records show that in 1924 there were 715

local leaders in clothing and this year there have been 1496. -Helen Shelby,
Clothing Specialist, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater.
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Oregon

Goal , The ultimate goal of the clothing program is to give the woman of

Oregon such a working knowledge of the principles of clothing selection and con-

struction that they will "be enabled to buy wisely and to construct garments easily.

Organization. In organizing the clothing project in counties with agri-

cultural agents, the specialist submitted programs for various clothing units to

the county agents. Suggestions were made for locating, organizing, and equipping

schools, and the fall and spring dates were also designated.
The county agent selected localities for schools that would best suit his

plans for county development, and assigned units, as far as possible, to locali-

ties central to several communities. Local chairmen or committees were then ap-

pointed by the county agent, or elected by the district, to prepare the district

for the school, arrange for meeting places and equipment, and to notify commu-

nities of plans.
The county agent also mailed notices and instructions to members of groups

interested in the work and arranged for newspaper publicity.-Esther B. Cooley,

Clothing Specialist, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis.

South Daksta

Methods of teaching sub.ject-matter. The clothing work is conducted by the

training school method in counties having home demonstration agents. Three train-

ing centers are selected. Each club sends two demonstrators to their respective

centers and an all-day school is held covering two months' work. These leaders

in turn give the demonstration to their own local clubs. A specialist holds the

first training school in each district but is assisted by the home agent. In the

course of the year, four all-day and one half-day training schools are held by

the specialist or agent at each center.
During the summer a woman's county achievement day is held in each county.

The women exhibit the work done during the past year and a demonstration team

contest is also held. At the State Eair the past year nine women's teams demon-

strated some phase of the work. Each district had a booth which represented one

of the demonstrations given. These booths attracted attention and interest and

demonstrated the results of the work.
Girls' Club Leaders are helped in local leader training conferences.

Three county-wide conferences are held during the year. The first two covers the

subject matter for the year as completely as possible and the third conference

is on demonstration work. A suggestive plan for conducting the first leaders'

conference is given. All clothing club leaders attend these conferences irre-

spective of the work they are doing. -May Kiethline, Clothing Specialist, South

lakota State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Brookings.

Utah

A leaders' training school for adults was held at the college, November 4

to 13. Ten counties sent representatives to take the clothing course and thir-

teen leaders completed it. The leaders spent four hours each day on clothing

construction and two hours on organization and leadership.

The following is a summary of the clothing work accomplished:

The Tailored Dress ; Each leader made a sample tailored dress. This pro-

blem afforded the opportunity of applying the information which was brought out
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in discussion and demonstration of various units, such as: the use and altera-
tion of patterns, seams, neck finishes, collars, sleeve finishes, cuffs, fitting
sleeves, sleeve variations, set-in pockets, ribbon button holes, bias trimmings
and finishes and hemming the dress. Various short cuts in construction were alsr

demonstrated.
The Tailored Coat: Each leader made a sample tailored coat of wool materi-

al. This included all the processes of modern tailoring. A discussion and dem-

onstration on the various phases of coat construction and tailoring was given
after which each leader made actual application of this information on a mina-
ture coat. Considerable discussion was given to the following problems: the

straight coat pattern and its use for different types of coat; alteration of

the coat pattern; estimation and preparation of the material; placing pattern
and cutting; fitting shoulder seams; tailoring processes such as padding,
stitches, lining lapels, taping, shrinking, and pressing various types of col-

lars; the tailored set-in pocket; patch pocket, tailored buttonhole, corded
buttonhole, and but tons. -Af ton Odell, Clothing Specialist, Agricultural College
of Utah, Logan.

Washington

4—H Clothing Club jjork . It is the specialist's plan to devote at least

two days of time to the training of 4-H clothing club leaders in each county
choosing the clothing work for the year. These days will be given in the spring
and fall.

The first leaders' meeting is held to aid the leaders in organization ano

program planning and the second day to assist the leaders with fair exhibits,

finishing up the work, and achievement day programs.
On her first and last trips to the county the specialist plans to spend

three days, two of which are devoted to the women project leaders and one to

conference with the county agent and 4-H clothing club leaders. Clothing club

leaders are always welcome and requested to be present at the project leader
training meetings for adult ?/ork as well as at their own general conference.

The counties not selecting the clothing program will be given time by the

specialist for 4-H clothing club work, according to the number of clubs in the

county and the requests of the agents for assistance.-Mary Olive Howey, Clothing
Specialist.^ State College of Washington, Pullman.

Wisconsin

Training meetings . In counties with agricultural agents, two or more

meetings on the clothing project were arranged by the agent. These agetings
which were open to the public were organized in various ways. In Brown County
the agent selected four centers and sent out 200 or more letter to districts
around each center. As a result every meeting was well attended. At each cen-

ter the specialist met with the women, explained the work, had the local leaders

selected, and arranged for the first meeting of local leaders.

In Langlade Gounty only one meeting was held. The county is well or-

ganized with granges and women's clubs. A meeting was called at Antigo, at

which representatives came from a large per cent of these organized groups.

After the discussion, the four centers were selected by the women and a date

set for the subject natter specialist to come to the county. The representative-;-
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went "back to their organization, reported the work done at the Antigo meeting,

and the clubs elected their delegates or local leaders. These local leaders are

now well established in the work and Langlade County is looked upon as one of

the fine examples of what local leadership can accomplish for a large group of

women. -Gladys L. Meloche, Clothing Specialist, College of Agriculture, Universi-

ty of WisoOnsin, Madison.

Wyoming

Methods of Teaching Subject Matter:

The local leaders training school method is still msed feome in this state.

One or more representatives from two or more communities attend the schools whicl

are conducted by the Specialist. They in turn teach this subject matter to the

women in their various communities.
The community training schools are used in counties where communities are

too widely separated to permit the use of the kocal leaders training schools.

This method is also used in interesting new communities.
Demonstration or meetings are held to show improved practices, as the

various ways of using the dress form; for talks on costume design; and for the

clothing demonstrations as given by girls' clubs.
Exhibits at fairs or community, county, and State gatherings help to

show women improved methods.
Follow-up work. The subject matter is received by larger groups of people

through the follow-up method, that is, by the trained leaders instructing people

in their various communities.
Judging at fairs. If the judge states the reasons for one article re-

ceiving the prize lather than another, the women gain Information which enables

them to strive for higher standards in design and workmanship. The women are

intensely interested in this type of information.
I llustrative Material . This tells the story when words fail.-Wilhemina

E. Jacobson, Clothing Specialist, College of Agriculture, University of Wyoming,

Laramie,
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